Ride Sharing is a very popular way to get around Davis! Please direct your ride share driver to use the designated ride share drop off/pick up. This will help you avoid delays on the day of conference.

The Ride Share drop off/pick up location address is near Dairy Outdoor Recreation Complex, 232 ARC One Shields Avenue, Davis, CA 95616. You will find signage once you get there. Please do not approach the parking garage or parking lots as there are limited exits and ride share drivers will become stuck.
Bus / Large Vehicle Drop-Off

For those of you that are coming by bus or similar large vehicle, please use the designated drop-off location located on La Rue Road across from the Colleges at La Rue Apartment Complex.

Bus / Large Vehicle Parking

For those with buses or large vehicles that will be parking, Visitor Parking Lot 30 near the Recreation Pool has been designated for large vehicles. This is the only lot with the space and clearance for large vehicles.